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1. Introduction

Reduction of water to H$_2$ is an industrially important reaction and serves as a reference reaction in electrocatalysis. This reaction is catalysed by Pt group metals at negligible overpotentials [1–6]. Mechanistically, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) starts with the discharge of a H$^+$ at the surface to form an adsorbed *H–H species (Volmer reaction; * denotes an arbitrary adsorption site) [7–9]. This step is followed either by the recombination of 2 *H–H moieties to H$_2$ (Tafel reaction) [8–10] or the direct formation of H$_2$ with a second H$^+$ (Heyrovsky reaction) [8,9,11]. In alkaline solution, water is the hydrogen source instead of protons. Recently, the development for hydrogen evolution on metals and alloys in alkaline solutions was reviewed [12]. The Volmer-Tafel-Heyrovsky reactions are also used to describe hydrogen evolution on non-metals such as metal-oxides [13,14], even though the active site for hydrogen adsorption differs compared to metals.

A central aim in current electrocatalysis is the search for non-noble alternatives to Pt for the HER. Early, Gerischer [8] and Parsons [9] realized, that the activity of metallic HER catalysts can be ordered according to the binding energy of adsorbed H. Using the stability of H as a descriptor, the first volcano plots were constructed by Gerischer [8] and simultaneously by Parsons [9]. These volcanoes were later adapted and successfully used to identify promising electrocatalysts [6,15]. Recently, however, the applicability of volcano plots constructed from DFT has been challenged since only thermodynamics obtained from simplified model systems are considered. Indeed additional factors such as the position of the d-band in relation to the Fermi level and the interaction between the d-band and the hydrogen orbital, the double layer, conductivity of the substrate and the activation barriers associated with the discharge at the electrode are at least equally important [16,17]. Despite this, DFT calculations have had a large impact on the molecular understanding of electrocatalytic reactions [5,6,18].

While most of the considered HER electrocatalysts are based on metals or alloys [2,3], a large number of non-metallic materials have been discussed [12,19–22]. Indeed, metallic HER cathodes are not applicable in all cases as electrocatalysts. An industrially important example of this is the chlorate process, where the HER is the main cathodic reaction. In commercial chlorate plants, the cathode commonly consists of mild steel [23,24]. During plant shut-downs, the cathode corrodes and a range of different FeOOH species is formed [25]. Since undivided cells are used in the chlorate process, chromate needs to be added to the solution to inhibit side reactions such as hypochlorite and chromate reduction [23,24]. Chromate is reduced at the cathode forming a hydrated chromium (III) film on the surface [24]. This leads to a complex surface composition where hydrogen evolution
takes place under alkaline conditions [25]. In previous work [26], well defined corrosion products were synthesized and evaluated with respect to their hydrogen evolution kinetics under alkaline conditions, relevant for the technical application.

In what follows, we will discuss the influence of Cr on the activity of \( \alpha \)-FeOOH towards the HER. In the first part we will discuss the synthesis and characterization of mixed \( \alpha \)-Fe\(_1-x\)Cr\(_x\)OOH and Cr(OH)\(_3\) films, their stability and their performance towards hydrogen evolution. Our experiments indicate, that the HER activity of the electrode decreases with increased Cr content. The origin of the detrimental effect of Cr will be discussed based on DFT calculations.

2. Experimental and computational details

2.1. Synthesis of Fe\(_1-x\)Cr\(_x\)OOH

The synthesis of the Cr substituted \( \alpha \)-FeOOH was based on earlier work of Schwertmann et al. [27]. 300 mL of 0.5 M Cr(NO\(_3\))\(_3\) \( \cdot \) 9H\(_2\)O and 180 mL of 5.0 M KOH were added as different aliquots to 45 mL of 1.0 M Fe(NO\(_3\))\(_3\) \( \cdot \) 9H\(_2\)O into separate polypropylene bottles. To each of these bottles, appropriate amounts of KOH were added and diluted to a final volume of 800 mL and 0.3 M in KOH. Samples were then agitated and maintained at 70 °C in an oven for 118 days. This is generally described as a hydrothermal synthesis, where a stepwise deprotonation of Fe(III) is induced by heating and addition of a base. During this phase, Fe(III) is isomorphically substituted by Cr(III) when that species is present [27].

2.2. Synthesis of the Cr(OH)\(_3\)

The Cr(OH)\(_3\) nanoparticles were synthesized through a hydrothermal method proposed by Xu et al. [28]. 1 mmol acrylamide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) and 0.5 mmol of K\(_2\)Cr\(_2\)O\(_7\) (Roth, 99%) were mixed in 38 mL of distilled water and dried at 100 °C. Cr(OH)\(_3\) was also prepared as a thin film on a Fe rotating disc electrode. The Cr(OH)\(_3\) electrodeposition was performed using the potentiostatic technique proposed by Aguilar et al. [29]. The electrodeposit formation contain 364 g L\(^{-1}\) of CrO\(_3\) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99,9%) and 9.1 g L\(^{-1}\) of BaCO\(_3\) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%). The iron rotating disk electrode (0.95 cm\(^2\)) was polished using SiC papers (Struers) and alumina polishing slurry (Struers), prior to electrodeposition. After polishing, the electrode was rinsed with distilled water, cleaned with ultrasoundication in distilled water and immediately immersed in the electrolyte bath. The potential applied was \(-1.6\) vs Ag/AgCl and the deposition time was 30 min. Later, the iron electrode covered with Cr(OH)\(_3\) was vigorously rinsed with distilled water, dried and stored in air at room temperature. The electrode potential was controlled by an AutoLab PGSTAT172461 during the electrodeposition experiments.

2.3. Thermal analysis

Thermogravimetry (TG) and Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were conducted with a NETZSCH STA 409 PG/PG instrument with a flow of air (80% N\(_2\) and 20% O\(_2\)) over a range of 20–800 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\). An alumina crucible was used for the analysis of samples (between 20 and 40 mg) that had been stored in a desiccator before use.

2.4. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The diffractograms were collected with a Bruker AXS D8 Advance (Cu K\(_{\alpha}\) = 1.5418 radiation) equipped with a LynxEye detector set to lock coupled scan in the range of 16–65 2θ and with a step size of 0.025 and 1.5 s step\(^{-1}\). Silicon standard powder (Nist 640C) was added in a ratio of 1:9 to the samples before analysis. Recorded diffractograms were indexed based on the first peak for the silicon powder at 28.4409 corresponding to \( hkl \) of 111.

2.5. Preparation of electrodes

Electrodes were prepared by mixing the synthesized powders with carbon paste (Surfactrode Refill paste (6.2319.000), Metrohm). The ratio Fe\(_1-x\)Cr\(_x\)OOH:C mixture was kept at 1:9. Electrodes were prepared by filling the RDE with carbon paste and packed with a piston. A 0.6 mm deep cavity was extracted and removed from the carbon paste and the void was filled with the Fe\(_1-x\)Cr\(_x\)OOH:C mixture. The surfaces were pressed and cut with a glass slide. Surface smoothness and packing were evaluated with a Nikon SMZ500 optical microscope coupled with an AxioCam 105 colour camera. All surfaces were rinsed with Milli-Q water and gently wiped with a tissue before use. The geometric surface area for the electrodes was determined with the help of a commercial software (Zen 2012, blue edition provided by Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH) to 0.12 cm\(^2\).

2.6. Electrochemical cell

All materials were placed, one at a time, as working electrodes in a three electrode cell. A Princeton Parstat 4000 + and a Gamrypotentiostat were used for the electrochemical measurements. A platinum half-open cage was used as counter-electrode. The reference electrode, Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl, +0.210 V vs. nhe) was placed inside a double junction with a pore diameter of 1 mm and filled with electrolyte. The glass vessel was filled with 70 mL of 0.2 M sodium sulfate, Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (Scharlau, 99,5%), adjusted to pH 11 as electrolyte. Prior to all electrochemical measurements, the electrolyte was purged with nitrogen gas for a minimum of 30 min, with the working electrode rotating at a speed of 2500 rpm, while the open circuit potential was monitored. Unless otherwise stated, all usage of water refers to ultrapure Milli-Q water (18.2 M\(_2\)O at 25 °C) and chemicals with purity ≥ 99% from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.7. Electrochemical measurements

The HER was evaluated by means of Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and steady state measurements. Experiments started with an impedance measurement at open circuit potential with a frequency range of 100 kHz–10 mHz, directly followed by cyclic voltammetry in the potential range of 0.0 to \(-1.7\) V vs Ag/AgCl with a sweep rate of 5 mV s\(^{-1}\). A RDE filled with only carbon paste was analysed with the same procedures to establish the background. All cyclic sweeps have been corrected for the uncompensated solution resistance. After the voltammetry, the current was monitored at constant potential with concomitant impedance measurements, in the potential range from \(-1.7\) to \(-0.8\) V vs Ag/AgCl and with a potential step of 0.1 V.

2.8. Computational details

All calculations were performed with VASP (version 5.4.1). Transition metal compounds are known to suffer from static correlation [30–32]. Following the recommendation of Grimme [33] and based on the comparison of high-level ab-initio calculations with DFT, suggesting a better performance of semi-local functionals [31], we relied on the Generalized-Gradient Approximation (GGA) PBE-dDsC [34–37] functional, which includes density dependent van der Waals corrections. 3 × 1 × 1 (4 × 1 surfaces), 9 × 9 × 9 (Fe(OH)\(_2\) bulk), 9 × 9 × 1 (Fe (111) and 15 × 15 × 15 (Fe bulk) k-point sets in combination with a plane-wave cut-off of 550 eV were used. For molecules, the k-point set was reduced to the Γ-point. The core electrons were approximated by...
Projector Augmented Wavefunctions (PAW) [38]. To aid the convergence of the wave function, a smearing of 0.1 eV was added. Electronic convergence was assumed for energy changes below $10^{-6}$ eV and structural convergence for forces below 0.05 eV Å$^{-1}$. Spin was treated explicitly for the oxides by assuming a high spin electronic configuration and ferromagnetic coupling between the transition metal ions. This procedure has been successfully applied to a large number of comparable transition metal oxides [39–44]. At metallic Fe systems, the spin was allowed to vary freely. Conversion from electronic energies to ions. This procedure has been successfully applied to a large number of computational redox potentials are given versus the nhe.

According to experimental findings [26,47], goethite is reduced prior to hydrogen evolution. In-situ Raman measurements indicate, that Fe(OH)$_3$ is formed in the reduction process [47]. Accordingly, a bulk + II state was assumed to be present under HER conditions. Thus, the HER activity of FeCr hydroxides were computed using a layered Fe (OH)$_2$ model system which displays a brucite type structure [48]. Following previous studies on comparable layered catalysts, only edge sites were considered as potential active sites [19,21,49]. The electro-chemical properties were computed using a 4 × 4 × 1 unit cell with 2 monolayers fixed into bulk positions. The backside of the slab was terminated such, that all Fe ions display the correct + II oxidation state of the bulk. To avoid interactions between the slabs, a vacuum of at least 15 Å was added in the (010) direction, while the DFT bulk lattice parameters were used in (001) and (100) direction. The influence of Cr addition was studied by replacing surface Fe ions by Cr. The relevant surface configurations under reaction conditions were obtained from phase diagrams computed following the procedure described by Su et al. [50]. To reduce the complexity of the structural optimizations, weakly bound water adsorbates were replaced by bare adsorption sites for the purpose of computing phase diagrams. Once the most stable surfaces were identified, explicit water molecules were added at the unoccupied adsorption sites for the purpose of computing the HER reaction energies.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization

Five α-FeOOH samples with different degrees of Cr isomorphically substituted in the structure were synthesized. The dried materials were presented as powders, with brown-reddish colour, typical for FeOOH. The amount of Cr incorporated in the structure was analysed with XRF. The theoretical (based on Cr amount in solution, and considering 100% reaction yield) and experimentally measured Cr contents are present in Table 1. XRF analyses (Table 1) show that not all chromium has been substituted in the structure were synthesized. The dried materials were (50/50% mortared together). The weight losses for different samples are comparable to mixed powders of ferrihydrite and the pure precipitated chromium hydroxide.

In Fig. 2, the TG analysis of samples 1–5 (solid lines) are compared to those obtained for pure Cr(OH)$_3$ and a mixture of Cr(OH)$_3$/α-FeOOH (50/50% mortared together). The weight losses for α-Fe$_1$–$_5$Cr$_{x}$OOH occur in two stages, where the first stage is interpreted as loss of structural water, and ranges between 70 and 250 °C for α-FeOOH and Samples 2 and 3, 70–275 °C for Sample 4 and 70–325 °C for Sample 5 (Fig. 2a). This effect is concomitant with broad endothermic peaks shown in the DSC data, Fig. 2b, which is typical for water evaporation. There is a gradual increase in mass loss in this region with increasing Cr substitution. At the same time, a second endothermic peak appears in the DSC curve (Fig. 2b), due to conversion of α-FeOOH to α-Fe$_x$O$_y$. The temperature where the second mass loss starts and the position of the endothermic peak in the DSC increases with increasing Cr in the structure. It is well known that Cr stabilizes the goethite structure [27,57], making the total dehydration of α-FeOOH and conversion to α-

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Theoretical at% Cr</th>
<th>Measured at% Cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fe₂O₃ more difficult. It is important to notice that the presence of Cr does not affect the total amount of water loss, providing proof, that the substitution is indeed isomorphic. The mass loss corresponds to approximately 1.5 water molecule per \( \alpha\text{-Fe}_{1-x}\text{Cr}x\text{OOH} \) unit.

The TG analyses for the synthesized materials show clear differences compared with TG data for Cr(OH)₃ and the Cr(OH)₃/\( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) mixture. The TG curve for Cr(OH)₃ shows that dehydration of this material occurs in three main steps [56]: evaporation of surface-adsorbed water, dehydration of structural water and condensation of water from CrOOH forming Cr₂O₃. The first two steps are concomitant with endothermic peaks (Fig. 2b) and, the third, with a sharp exothermic peak. This result is in agreement with Gomes et al. [58], focusing on Cr(OH)₃. The mixture Cr(OH)₃/\( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) shows an intermediate TG curve between pure Cr(OH)₃ and pure \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \), as expected for a mixture of two compounds. From these TG and DSC results it can be concluded that chromium is incorporated in the goethite structure.

### 3.2. Electrochemical characterization

To evaluate the electrochemical properties of the Cr substituted \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \), samples 1–5 were mixed with a conducting carbon paste and pressed into an RDE. The analyses were done by means of cyclic voltammetry (CV) sweeps and steady-state polarization (SS) obtained during impedance measurements.

The cyclic voltammetry is shown in Fig. 3, where the sweeps in negative and positive going directions are separated for clarity. In the negative going direction (Fig. 3a), the reduction of \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) (black line) starts at approximately \(-1.0\) V and the current levels off prior to the hydrogen evolution reaction. On the positive going scan (Fig. 3b), the corresponding oxidation is observed as a broad peak at \(-0.3\) V. The redox properties of \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) are well established and the reduction leads to an “Fe(OH)₃” type structure which is oxidized reforming \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) or other oxy-hydroxide compounds depending on the conditions [25,26,47–63]. The reduction process is very slow, indicating a rate limiting transport in the solid phase, i.e. a fast surface reduction is followed by a slow reduction of the bulk material [47].

In the presence of chromium in the goethite structure, the reduction current decreases and is practically absent for the mixed compound with 2.75 at% Cr (Fig. 3a). A corresponding decrease in the oxidation current is observed in the positive going sweep (Fig. 3b). It appears, that substituting with chromium stabilizes the Fe(III) state. A stabilization of Cr-goethite compared with native goethite has been reported in the context of dissolution studies [27,57]. The overpotential for the HER is higher than for pure \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) but no specific trend could be observed. This is not surprising, since it has been shown, that the HER on \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) can only take place on the reduced surface [26]. For comparison, additionally also pure Cr(OH)₃ on iron was investigated and the results are shown for the negative going scan together with

![Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric (a) and differential calorimetric (b) analysis of Cr substituted \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \). Sample 1 = \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \), Sample 2 = 0.54% Cr, Sample 3 = 1.15 at% Cr, Sample 4 = 1.61 at% Cr, Sample 5 = 2.75 at% Cr, Sample 6 = 50% \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \) + 50% Cr(OH)₃, Sample 7 = Cr(OH)₃.](image)

![Fig. 3. a) Sweeps in the negative going direction and b) Sweeps in the positive going direction. Sample 1 = \( \alpha\text{-FeOOH} \), Sample 2 = 0.54% Cr, Sample 3 = 1.15 at% Cr, Sample 4 = 1.61 at% Cr, Sample 5 = 2.75 at% Cr. Sweep rate 5 mV s \(^{-1}\). Fe/Cr(OH)₃ is deposited Cr(OH)₃ on Fe substrate. Sweep rate 2 mV s \(^{-1}\). Electrolyte 0.2 M Na₂SO₄, pH = 11.](image)
results on polished iron, α-FeOOH and α-FeOOH with 2.75% Cr (Sample 5) (Fig. 4). The overpotential for the HER increases in the order:

\[ \text{Fe} < \alpha \text{FeOOH} < \alpha \text{FeOOH with 2.75\%Cr} < \text{Cr(OH)}_3 \text{ on Fe} \]

Previous experiments on two different iron oxy-hydroxides, α-FeOOH and γ-FeOOH have shown, that the overpotential for hydrogen evolution decreases with almost 300 mV after reduction of the surface. These experiments also showed, that the active site for hydrogen evolution is independent of the starting material and as active as polished mild steel [26]. Steady state measurements were made also for the mixed compound and the activity for hydrogen evolution increases compared with the results from the cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 5). A clear trend is observed with increasing overpotential as the chromium content increases. This is in line with the difficulty in reducing the mixed

![Image](45x519 to 281x737)

3.3. Determining the surface configuration

DFT calculations were used to rationalize the influence of Cr in α-FeOOH on the thermodynamics of the HER. In accordance with the reduction of bulk Fe(III) to Fe(II) at negative potentials shown in Fig. 3 and reported in the literature [26,47], a Fe(OH)₂ model system with a brucite type structure was used. The starting point for studying the influence of Cr substitution on the activity of Fe oxides is the determination of the active phase under conditions relevant for the chlorate process. Assuming a pH of 11, in total 6 FeCr surface terminations with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% Cr at the edge are considered. To reduce the complexity, incorporation of Cr into the structure is neglected. Independent of the detailed FeCr composition at the edge, in total 4 cus and 4 bridged adsorption sites are available and can be occupied by either \( ^*\text{OH}_2 \), \( ^*\text{OH} \) or \( ^*\text{O} \) groups. Following previous work [44,45], we assume a bare site rather than explicitly adsorbed water molecules to avoid complications from weakly bound adsorbates.

Without addition of Cr, a pure Fe terminated edge is at hand (Fig. 6a). Under these conditions a very low coverage of only 2 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups adsorbed to bridged sites is observed. This formally corresponds to the formation of Fe(1)/Fe(II) sites at the edge. However, this structure is inherently unstable and immediately reconstructs by shifting three-fold \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups into bridged positions at the edge. Simultaneously, the Fe-Fe distance decreases to only 2.44 Å, which is typical for metallic Fe [64]. Thus, the formation of larger Fe nanoparticles in an experimental environment can under these conditions not be excluded, as it is inhibited by the restrictions imposed by the model system. Identical reconstructions were also observed when adding 25% or 50% Cr to the edge but inhibited at higher Cr loadings. Conversion to even lower coverages was observed at significantly more negative potentials of approximately \(-1.3\) V vs. nhe. At the same time, a transition to a high coverage structure, with 6 \( ^*\text{OH} \) distributed into 4 bridged and 2 cus sites, becomes favourable at potentials more positive than \(-0.8\) V vs. nhe. This coincides with the experimentally observed onset of water reduction. Based on these results, a low coverage structure with 2 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups at the surface, or even the formation of Fe nanoparticles during the HER, could be expected. However, this transition has, to the best of our knowledge, so far not been observed. Keeping this in mind, we considered both metallic Fe and the possibility of a 6 \( ^*\text{OH} \) terminated surface as possible HER catalysts.

Moving to a Cr coverage of 25%, higher \( ^*\text{OH} \) coverages become more favourable (Fig. 6b). At very negative potentials, structures with 1 \( ^*\text{OH} \) or 2 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups are still favoured. Similar to the Fe terminated edge, a reconstruction to Fe₃ nanoparticles is observed for these structures. At potentials more positive than \(-1.1\) V vs. nhe a high coverage structure with 5 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups is most stable. Considering the experimental onset of \(-0.8\) V vs. nhe, this structure must be expected under HER conditions.

Adding 50% Cr, the Cr may either be distributed in an alternating or adjacent fashion (Fig. 6c and d). The exact Cr distribution has significant influence on the surface configuration. Assuming an alternating fashion, a coverage of 4 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups is stable at potentials below \(-1.1\) V vs. nhe. At more positive potentials a conversion to a slightly higher coverage with 5 \( ^*\text{OH} \) groups is observed (Fig. 6d). Accordingly, mainly 5 \( \text{OH} \) groups are present under HER conditions. For Cr ions placed adjacent to each other, generally higher coverages are preferred (Fig. 6c). The 4 \( ^*\text{OH} \) coverage is converted directly to a 6 \( ^*\text{OH} \)
coverage already at a potential of only $-1.2 \text{ V vs. nhe}$, rendering this structure the most likely candidate for the HER.

The trend towards higher OH coverages is continued for 75% and 100% Cr at the edge (Fig. 6e and f). In case of the former a surface with 7 $^*\text{OH}$ is the sole stable structure within a potential range between $-1.4 \text{ V and } -0.6 \text{ V vs. nhe}$ (Fig. 6e). A fully OH covered surface with 8 $^*\text{OH}$ groups is finally observed at potentials more positive than $-1.3 \text{ V vs. nhe}$ for a fully Cr covered edge (Fig. 6f). Accordingly these structures are considered as active phases during HER.

3.4. Assessing the activity of Cr doped goethite

Based on our analysis of the most stable phases, it becomes possible to estimate the activity of the different FeCr surface terminations towards H$_2$ evolution. The theoretical overpotential will be estimated based on a purely thermodynamic assessment of the H binding energy to the active site. In the context of surface complexation at oxide surfaces, the active site comprises either a transition metal TM--OH or TM=O species. Depending on the nature of the transition metal and the pH of the solution, the degree of protonation varies. Using the 2pK model [65], the active site can be written as TM--OH$^*$ for $\alpha$-FeOOH. Adding a proton gives TM--OH$^+$ and the subsequent reduction will result in an adsorbed hydrogen, TM--OH$^+$--H$_{ads}$ [26]. A comparable mechanism is expected when proceeding through a TM=O precursor, i.e. a protonation to TM--OH$^+$ is followed by a discharge resulting in an adsorbed hydrogen TM--O--H$_{ads}$. To emphasize this difference we will denote the adsorption site with # rather than the *, commonly used in literature. # corresponds, depending on the precursor, either to a TM--OH or TM=O moiety placed in cus or bridged position. Considering a thermodynamics only picture and neglecting all charged intermediates, the HER is reduced to:

$$\# + \text{H}^+ + e^- \rightarrow \# - \text{H} \tag{1}$$

$$\# - \text{H} + \text{H}^+ + e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \# \tag{2}$$

As a best case scenario, this assessment allows a quick comparison of different catalysts and to rule out poorly performing materials.

In Fig. 7, activities of the most active sites for the different FeCr edge configurations are summarized. Assuming a Fe terminated edge, several situations must be considered. Based on our computational

Fig. 7. The activity of the most active sites at different FeCr terminated Fe(OH)$_2$ is depicted.
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phase diagram either a low coverage situation with only 2 *−OH groups in bridged positions or a high coverage situation with 6 *−OH moieties can be expected. Having observed the formation of Fe nanoparticles in our low coverage model system, we decided to study the activity of oxidized Fe(111). H₂ evolution proceeding through an oxidized Fe(111) surface was considered explicitly while values for H directly adsorbed at Fe(111) were taken from literature [3]. Our calculations indicate a *−O moiety placed in a threefold position as the most active site displaying an overpotential of only 0.1 eV. This is significantly lower than the overpotential previously reported for H adsorbed to Fe(111) [3].

Moving to a high coverage termination with 6 *−OH groups at the edge, the HER proceeds through a Fe−OH₂ intermediate and the overpotential increases to 0.3 eV. According to our calculations, freshly polished Fe electrodes should display a significantly higher activity. This is indeed also observed experimentally (see Fig. 4). Under steady-state conditions, however, the experimental overpotential for Fe₁₋ₓCrₓOOH decreases, and for pure goethite the activity becomes independent of the history of the electrode. This clearly rules out the possibility of metallic nanoparticles acting as active sites at Fe oxide covered electrodes. Instead, the 6 *−OH covered surface appears to be more realistic.

Adding minor amounts of Cr to the edge has a strong beneficial effect on the HER properties of Fe(OH)₂ with 25% Cr mixed into the edge, the overpotential drops to only 0.1 eV. Indeed the activity of these sites is comparable to the HER at Pt [66]. Under these conditions, the HER proceeds at a Fe−OH₂ cus site activated by an adjacent Cr ion. Fe sites not directly adjacent to Cr display an overpotential comparable to that of a Fe covered edge. Moving to even higher Cr coverages of 50%, the activity of the mixed FeCr edge remains high. Independent of whether the Cr ions are placed in an alternating fashion or are placed directly adjacent, a very low overpotential of only 0.1 eV is observed. For Cr ions placed adjacent to each other, an Fe−OH group next to the Cr ions acts as active site. This emphasizes again the beneficial role of traces of Cr at the surface. For Cr ions placed in an alternating fashion, each Fe is surrounded by 2 edge Cr ions. This slightly increases the overpotential at the Fe−OH₂ active site and the Fe(OH)−Cr group becomes the most active site.

Above 50% Cr at the edge, the activity towards HER starts to decrease. For an edge with 75% Cr, the overpotential increases to 0.3 eV with cus Cr−OH or groups acting as HER centres, through a Cr−OH₂ intermediate. The previously most reactive Fe−OH₂ groups display, with an overpotential of 0.4 eV, a comparable activity. Interestingly, the overpotential drops slightly to only 0.2 eV for a fully Cr terminated edge. Here cus Cr−OH act as reaction centres.

According to our DFT results, Fe and Cr terminated surfaces should display equivalent activity for the HER. In fact, the activity should even increase due to the formation of beneficial mixed FeCr sites, upon addition of minor amounts of Cr. This is, however, not observed experimentally. Instead, the overpotential increases steadily with increasing amounts of Cr in the structure, and reaches a maximum for pure Cr (OH)₃. The discrepancy between calculations and experiments can have several explanations. One reason could be shortcomings in the model systems used as a basis for DFT modelling. The experiments were performed on goethite that reduces to Fe(OH)₂ during hydrogen evolution. As discussed in Section 3.2, the reduction of the bulk phase is slow, but it is reasonable to assume, that a bulk Fe(II) structure is the best model for computational studies. In addition, goethite and Fe(OH)₂ have similar layered structures and display comparable surface sites [67]. Also, comparing the activity of Mn oxides towards water oxidation in very different embeddings showed, that the catalytic properties of oxides are relatively robust with respect to very different embeddings [41,42,44,68,69].

The voltammetry of α-FeOOH with different Cr contents (see Fig. 3) clearly shows a decrease of the peak at ~ 0.9 V nhe, which is associated with the reduction of α-FeOOH to Fe(OH)₂. This reduction is limited by transport in the solid phase and inhibited at higher Cr loadings. All calculations were, however, performed assuming a Fe(II) bulk. To explore the effect of an inhibition of the bulk reduction, additional calculations assuming a Fe(III) bulk were performed. For the sake of simplicity only a Fe₄ terminated with 6 OH groups is considered. Under these conditions, the HER overpotential increases by 0.5 eV to 0.8 eV for a non-reduced bulk. Accordingly, a reduced bulk is, in agreement with the experiments, required for the HER to proceed at relatively low overpotentials.

An additional limitation of DFT modelling of electrocatalysts is the difficulty to explicitly consider conductivity of the electrocatalysts since it is highly dependent on the presence of already minor amounts of defects or impurities [17]. Goethite is a n-type semiconductor, while chromium oxide has p-type conduction [70]. Mixtures of isostructural iron and chromium oxides gives a complex semiconducting behaviour [71]. Accordingly an electron transfer from the electrode to the proton can be achieved comparably easy for α-FeOOH but adding Cr to the structure may influence the conduction and lower the rate of reduction reactions [72]. This converts into an additional contribution to the overpotential and could explain the increased overpotential observed in experiment.

4. Conclusions

In summary α-Fe₁₋ₓCrₓOOH samples with varying percentages of Cr isomorphically substituted into goethite were synthesized and characterized by XRD and TG. CV and steady state measurements indicate a decrease of the activity towards HER with increasing Cr content. The lowest activity was finally observed for pure Cr(OH)₃. The decrease in activity is accompanied by the inhibition of the reduction of α-FeOOH to Fe(OH)₂ with increasing Cr content. The electrochemical behaviour was rationalized by DFT calculations. In the first step, suitable surface diagrams were constructed and the most stable surface configurations extracted. Our calculations show a clear trend towards higher OH coverages with increased Cr content at the edge. Estimating the HER activity of the different surfaces by DFT indicates, in contrast to experiment, a comparable activity of edges terminated by Fe or Cr. The theoretical overpotential even drops to values comparable to Pt for mixed FeCr terminated edges. A significant increase of the overpotential is, however observed when taking into account the blocking of bulk reduction from α-FeOOH to Fe(OH)₂. Additionally, the electron conduction is blocked in Cr oxides by the p-type semiconducting behaviour [70].

The combined experimental and theoretical study clearly demonstrates that the activity of iron and chromium hydrides towards HER is not limited by different active sites on the surface but rather by the bulk conduction and the inhibition of the reduction of bulk α-FeOOH to Fe(OH)₂. These results are very important in the search for cathodes in the chlorate process that are active also in the absence of chromate in solution.
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